
Your
Award-Winning

Delivery & Logistics
 Provider

Real world delivery solutions for real world results. As a spirits and wine 

manufacturer, distributor, or a retailer, we know you are passionate about 

your craft and know the superiority of your products. DeliverOL brings to 

you cutting edge technology solutions, resources, and intelligent fulfillment 

strategies to improve your service.

www.deliverol.com

DeliverOL Capabi l i t ies  for  Spir i t  and Wine Partners

1-800-691-2795
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Introduction

Unlock endless possibilities 
with DeliverOL
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Whether your are a wines or spirits manufacture, distributor, or retailer, you are passionate about 

your craft and know the superiority of your products. You take great care to ensure that your product is 

of the highest standards and designed to meet your customers desires. However, you must also find 

the best way to ship timely, safely and efficiently without damaging your products quality by the time 

it reaches your end consumers. Even so, there is a great deal of work in between. The logistics of 

sorting, bottling, packaging and the final delivery to your customer's doorstep. 

DeliverOL brings to you cutting edge technological solutions, resources, and intelligent fulfillment 

strategies to improve service, avoid shipment error, save costs and boost productivity. We are fully 

licenses to warehouse and transport your wines and spirits safely. Even so, our knowledge of wine 

care, logistics and regulations means we ship and safeguard your products with stringent protocols. 

We believe in helping you reach your customers in the most cost-effective and efficient manner gives 

you the edge over your competition.



About DeliverOL

Your trustworthy wines and spirits 
logistics partner.
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As a premier logistics provider, DeliverOL goes 

the extra mile to offer top-notch, affordable 

and reliable custom delivery services that 

match your wine and spirit delivery 

requirements. DeliverOL boasts of over a 

decade of experience, supporting ambitious 

beer, wine and spirit brands with successful 

logistic solutions that expanded their horizons 

and maximized their ROI. We make it easier 

for you to scale and meet seasonal demand 

effectively. Whether you need fulfillment 

solutions for your B2B, B2C and DTC business 

models, we can help you and your company. 

DeliverOL allows you to ship faster, efficiently 

and with incredible flexibility. Partner with us 

and enjoy seamless control and transparency 

to deliver on-time and securely. We are fully

licensed to warehouse and transport your

wines and spirits safely. At DeliverOL, we do

not just take care of your fulfillment. Our

solutions drive real benefits to your brand,

including fast returns on investment, reduced

costs, improved efficiency, and transparency, to

main the competitive edge. Focus on what you

do best while we take care of the rest.



EXPERIENCE ROBUST DELIVERY 
CAPABILITIES FOR BOARDERLESS 
CONNECTIVITY

Inventory warehousing takes a significant

amount of space and requires strategic locations

for easy distribution. Your wine and spirits

products also require specialized warehousing

solutions with guaranteed safety, storage, and

security competencies. DeliverOL brings to you

full FDA-TTB-compliant warehousing facilities

across strategic locations in the U.S. We also

implement cutting edge warehouse automation

and superior equipment for added efficiency

and exceptional reliability.

Our Capabilities

Real-Time Inventory Management

Automated Order Confirmation, Tracking 

and Delivery

Scalable & Flexible Inventory Storage

Vendor Compliance with Advance 

Shipping Notifications (ASN), Parcel 

Labels, and Purchase Order Receipts

Modern Shelving Systems and Pallet 

Spaces

Multichannel e-commerce platforms

Hight Safety and Compliance U.S. 
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WAREHOUSING
Monitor Your Inventory, Anywhere, Anytime



Shipping alcoholic beverages at high volumes demands expert 

logistical and technological knowledge. We also understand that

your products demand large bulk shipping to destinations closer to 

your customers. Our fulfillment solutions are designed to meet your 

needs regarding safety, space, storage conditions and security. Our 

facilities will offer not just the traditional pick and pack services but 

deal with all issues, especially attuned to your wine and spirits 

industry, thereby making sure you scale with time and season.

Whether you ship a handful or thousands, we provide smart and 

advanced pick and pack solutions designed to meet your order 

requirements. We understand your need for smart picking 

strategies that save on resources while shortening product lead 

times. DeliverOL is fully licensed to ship alcohol. Our team of 

professional also stay aware of all regulations on alcohol, wine and 

beer sales to ensure that you have the best capabilities and 

solutions are also regulatory compliant. Beyond basic packing, we 

can support your subscription based wine deliveries with pick and 

pack solutions specifically designed to allow customized selections 

and curations of multiple pieces into a single read to ship product.
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Pick and Pack Fulfillment
YOUR ORDER FULFILLMENT, AT THE DROP OF A HAT

DELIVEROL BRINGS TO YOU, NOT ONLY WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS, BUT 
TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS TO BREAK THE BARRIERS OF PHYSICAL 

LIMITATIONS.

Our Capabilities:

Brand Packaging

Custom made packaging 

solutions

Printing of inserts, invoices, 

and delivery notes for 

shipment

Wave picking

Zone picking

Batch picking

Cluster picking

Efficient Pick and Pack

Protective packaging

Contract Packaging

Just-in-time packaging
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GOING ABOVE AND BEYOND TO 
DELIVERY SAFER, FASTER, AND 
SMARTER

Your last mile represents over 50% of transportation costs and will

greatly impact on delivery experience. Yet, having multiple delivery

and fulfillment strategies has become a key determinant for success in

today's beer, wine, and spirits market. Customers now want control

over their delivery options. Hence, you need to optimize your last-

mile operations to offer a smart list of delivery options that would

delight your customers. Gain the advantage with DeliverOL's superior

last mile delivery solutions tailored to impact your product's lifecycle.

We bring to you a robust network of shipping partners, fulfillment,

and distribution centers at your service. From same-day, two-day

delivery plans, express shipping, economy shipping to climate-neutral

delivery options, we are here for you. That way, you can take

advantage of numerous solutions while saving time and money,

meeting your customers needs, and attaining maximum flexibility.

Our solutions will also help you expand your reach, manage seasonal

peaks without incurring unnecessary risks.

Our Capabilities:

46+ Fulfillment 

Centers in US

In-store pickup 

delivery options

Hassle-free batch 

processing

Flexible shipping 

partners

Automatic 

shipment tracking

and so much 

more
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LAST MILE DELIVERY SERVICE
Blazing-Fast & On-Time, To Your Customer's Door



Returns is also a vital aspect of your business - online or brick and

mortar. Returns may be repackaged or integrated into your

warehouse. other times defective or damaged products are sent back

to the manufacturing unite or salvaged for parts. When products re-

enter the supply chain due to a return, recall, or other reasons, you

need a process that keeps your inventory balanced while maintaining

a great relationship with your customers. DeliverOL can help you

handle the entire process and ensure customer satisfaction. We can

also help you take advantage of in store returns alongside other

reverse logistic services to support your growth.
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Reverse Logistics
SIMPLIFIED OPERATIONS FOR FRICTIONLESS RETURNS
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Our Capabilities:

Restocking and 

repackaging

Quality control and re-

storage

Returns shipment

Disposal / Repurpose / 

Recycle

Returns analytics and 

management

DELIVEROL'S WINE AND SPIRITS 
LOGISTICS BRINGS YOU LOGISTICAL 
SOLUTIONS SPECIFIC TO YOUR NEEDS
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www.deliverol.com
sales@deliverol.com

1-800-691-2795

Contact Us Today


